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Oh Magic is a live concert, played by robots and performers. 
Using musical instruments in an unconventional way they bring 
dance and performance, music and soundscapes, robotics and 
visual arts together on stage.

Oh Magic wanders through the wonders of theatrical magic. It is 
that mysterious unnamable thing we sometimes have the chance 
to encounter in a piece. But, where does it come from and where 
does it take us? What fascinates us as a performer or as a 
spectator? Somewhere between freak and fascination, Simon Mayer 
and his performers seek for the answers both in technological 
manipulation and organic oracles.

Our futuristic fantasies take shape in today’s technology, which 
never seizes to fascinate and –even if only a little— grab us 
by the troat. Our double relationship to robotics is prominently 
present in the universe of Oh Magic where performers and machines 
meet, with trembling voices and childlike curiosity.

He finds his desire for the unpolluted answered in oriental, 
shamanic rituals, trance rituals, in the repetitive nature of 
folk culture, but just as well in abstract, contemporary dance 
and experimental music.

Oh Magic, brings together the strength of technological magic, 
and the enchantment of pure simplicity, and lets them interact 
without prejudice.
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°1984, (Austria), lives in Brussels and Vienna

Simon Mayer, performer/dancer, choreographer and musician, 
born in 1984 in Austria, studied at the Vienna State Opera 
Ballet School and the Performing Arts, Research and Training 
Studios (P.A.R.T.S) in Brussels and was member of the Vienna 
State Opera Ballet.
In 2009, he founded the band “Rising halfmoon” as singer, 
guitarist and songwriter. As dancer/choreographer and musician 
he was involved in productions of Anne Teresa de Keersmaeker/
ROSAS (“The Song”), Wim Vandekeybus (“Frisking”) and Zita 
Swoon.
His choreographic repertoire includes solos, duets and group 
pieces that have been performed internationally (o feather of 
lead; dancing with the soundhobbyist/Zita Swoon; Monkeymind; 
SunBengSitting; Sons of Sissy; a.o.). Simon was Artist in 
Residence at Theatre de LL in Brussels and is the artistic 
director of the festival “SPIEL”, which he started together 
with his brothers and the club spiel.
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